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Introduction

This document serves as appendix for our ICGT 2020 tool paper [10]. We provide additional implementation-oriented details on our PTGTS simulator, which
is build using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [2] and an interpreter for
story diagrams [4].

2

Implementation Details

In the following, we give more details on the three components of the PTGTS
simulator introduced in our tool paper (see [10, Sec. 3]) as well as discuss, for
completeness reasons, also two components that were not explicitly mentioned
in the tool paper, namely the map data preprocessor and the graphical user interface. These two components are not part of the simulator’s core functionality
but are required to generate input data for our experiments and to visualize the
experiments’ results, respectively. For the complete architecture of our PTGTS
simulator see Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Complete architecture of the PTGTS simulator including additional
components for preprocessing topologies and for visualizing simulations.
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Figure 2: Generated topology for the Potsdam tram network. It contains 1424
Track nodes, 36 of which are (three-way) crossroads.

2.1

Map Data Preprocessor and Graph Importer

For providing suitable input graphs based on real-world public transportation
networks, we use the Overpass API [8] to download tram network data from
OpenRailwayMap [7] and then generate a track topology represented as a graph
from this data. The tram network data is provided in the OpenStreetMapspecific JSON format. Since our shuttle scenario requires tracks to be unidirectional and only handles three-way crossroads, we implemented a map data
preprocessor component to simplify the generated topologies accordingly. An
example for a topology generated from the tram network data is given in Fig. 2.
We implemented the map data preprocessor component in Python 3.7.2 with
GeoPy [3] for handling geospacial data. The result of preprocessing is a list of
nodes with coordinates and edges, which is stored in a text file.
In order to use a topology as an input graph for a PTGTS simulation, the
simulator’s graph importer component appends Clock nodes to all Track nodes
of the graph and checks that the graph is typed over the generated PTGTSspecific GT type graph.
In our experiments, we considered the tram networks of four different-sized
German cities including Potsdam (30 km tram network length, see Fig. 2) and
Berlin (194 km tram network length, largest connected tram network in Europe).
Shuttle nodes were thereby placed randomly in the input graph (respecting the
assumed density of one shuttle per 10 tracks, except for the case of Potsdam
where we also considered an additional input graph with approximately doubled
shuttle density). In that way, we provided five input graphs for our experiments.
The size of each of these five input graphs is given in the following table (the
numbers for nodes and edges include thereby a model container node, Clock
nodes, and respective edges).
city
length
Potsdam
30 km
Potsdam (high shuttle density) 30 km
Frankfurt am Main
68 km
Leipzig
146 km
Berlin
194 km

nodes
3,041
3,215
5,218
12,667
19,526
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edges
4,724
5,072
8,104
19,738
30,209

tracks
1,424
1,424
2,445
5,932
9,184

shuttles
142
316
244
593
918
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Figure 3: Story diagram for the FIND rule automatically generated from the
PTGT rule drive (see [10, Fig. 2a]). As in the tool paper [10, Subsec. 3.2], we
depict in the story diagram only one NAC of the underlying PTGT rule for the
sake of readability.

2.2

Rule Generator

When generating GT rules, we store them in the form of story diagrams, which
are based on EMF. The main reason to use story diagrams is that our interpreter [4] allows for graph pattern matching starting with a fixed partial match.
Together with EMF’s notification mechanism for changed graph elements, this
gives us an efficient way to restrict GT rule applications, which are required in
the UPDATE step of the simulation algorithm (see [10, Subsec. 3.1]), to the
subgraph that is affected by the previous GT rule application. For example,
when applying FIND rules, we apply the respective GT rule several times for
each combination of a changed graph element in the fixed partial match and a
graph element in the rule’s left-hand side with the same type as the changed
graph element. These GT rule applications effectively find any new pattern in
the neighborhood of any changed graph element. Furthermore, story diagrams
permit control flow between multiple graph transformation steps. This allows
e.g. to combine CHECK and UPDATE rules into a single story diagram, which
slightly reduces the number of graph pattern matching operations. With the recently released search-model-based story diagram interpreter version [9], edges
can also be traversed reversely during graph pattern matching.
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As in our previous work (see [6]), we model the PTGTS for our shuttle
scenario using HENSHIN [1]. Since HENSHIN is also based on EMF, we can
generate multiple story diagrams from the PTGTS model in HENSHIN using a
Java program.
In Fig. 3, we give an example of such a story diagram that is automatically
generated using our Java program. It shows a FIND rule (see [10, Subsec. 3.2])
for the PTGT rule drive (see [10, Fig. 2a]). As indicated by the initial and the
final nodes in the top and the bottom part of the diagram, respectively, the story
diagram is an activity diagram. The four input parameters next to the initial
node are optional and allow to provide nodes as an input for a fixed partial
match when the FIND rule is called in the UPDATE step of the simulation
algorithm (see [10, Subsec. 3.1]). The yellow rectangle between the initial and
the final nodes is a story node. It represents a GT rule with its left-hand side
specifying the graph pattern to be matched (containing five nodes and four edges
marked with black in the middle part of the story node) and its right-hand side
specifying which nodes and edges are created by rule application (marked with
green). Moreover, the fact that the left-hand side nodes of the GT rule are
additionally marked with gray indicates that these nodes are a part of a fixed
partial match if the input parameters are specified. The fact that the story node
is represented by two overlapping rectangles indicates that the corresponding
GT rule is applied as often as possible. The story node also contains negative
application conditions (NACs) of the GT rule. The NAC markerNAC in the top
part of the story node ensures that no marker is already marking the left-hand
side nodes of the underlying PTGT rule and the NAC NAC1 ensures that no
marker is already marking the corresponding NAC of the underlying PTGT
rule. Note that, for the sake of readability, the story node in Fig. 3 does not
contain all NAC-marker-NACs of the actual GT rule (as can be seen in [10, Fig.
2a], the PTGT rule drive actually has four further NACs).
The PTGTS for our shuttle scenario that we used in the tool paper [10] has
been extended since our previous work in [6]. Including the aforementioned rule
drive, it now consists of 14 rules, 1 invariant, and 1 atomic proposition. For
these, the following table shows how many respective GT rules were generated
and stored as story diagrams.
PTGTS
FIND
14 rules
14
1 invariant
6
1 atomic prop. 1
21

2.3

APPLY
15
-

CHECK
14
6
-

UPDATE
14
6
-

FIND NAC
29
10
2

CHECK NAC
29
10
2

15

20

20

41

41

Simulation Engine and Graphical User Interface

The simulation engine is implemented in Java 8 and uses the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF). In EMF, model objects can also be accessed as objects in
the Java source code, which allows for marker bookkeeping that we described
in our tool paper [10, Subsec. 3.1].
For viewing and controlling the PTGTS simulations, we developed a basic
graphical user interface using JavaFX [5]. This graphical user interface can
visualize nondeterministic simulator runs (see Fig. 4) and allows a user to view
all markers as well as to manually select which rules to apply (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Graphical user interface of the PTGTS simulator in ENGINE mode
where GT rules are automatically chosen and applied.

Figure 5: Graphical user interface of the PTGTS simulator in MANUAL mode.
Rule and invariant markers are visible and can be selected. The panel on the
right allows for triggering a specific rule application with a probability value
and a static time increase value.
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